Semmco plans full line of products for Dubai
event
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Semmco's The Nitrogen SMART Trolley reduces the need to lift gas cylinders
Semmco, British based design and engineering company specialising in a wide range of aircraft
access and ground support equipment will feature product range at this year’s MRO Middle East and
Aircraft Interiors Expo Middle East, at booth 930 from February 25-26 at the Dubai World Trade
Centre.
Since establishing in Dubai in 2016, Semmco DWC LLC has supported clients including Emirates,
ﬂydubai, Etihad, Gulf Air and Oman Air.
Semmco joins 330 exhibitors and more than 5,000 attendees demonstrating key products on-stand
throughout the exhibition, including those manufactured at the Dubai facility: the DWC 4 Wheel
Towable Wheel & Brake Changer Unit, DWC UCAS Access Steps, DWC MLG Access Platform and the
DWC Nitrogen SMART Trolley.
Part of Semmco’s Middle East support, servicing and maintenance oﬀering, these products showcase
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that safety is at the heart of the company’s product design. The Wheel and Brake Changer is highly
manoeuvrable, with a manually operated winch to reduce manual handling risks associated with
heavy aircraft wheels and brake packs.
The Nitrogen SMART Trolley reduces the need to lift gas cylinders, with the cradle system allowing for
quick and easy loading and unloading. Both the UCAS Access Steps and MLG Access Platform provide
safe access solutions to technicians working varying tasks across a variety of heights and aircraft
types.
“We have had a fantastic few years growing the Semmco business in the Middle East, and the MRO
exhibition will be a great opportunity for us to connect with existing and potential clients throughout
the region, and to showcase our continuing commitment to manufacturing and servicing locally," says
Stuart McOnie, Semmco Managing Director, in a release from the company. “We’re looking forward to
being part of the region’s leading aviation maintenance event, and to demonstrate our localised
product and support oﬀering”.
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